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Abstract — The 380MHz frequency band is used for TRS 

(Trunked Radio System) and public communication purposes. 

However, there are various interference phenomena because 

the frequency band near the 380MHz is used by various public 

institutions. In this paper, we analyze the interference 

phenomenon that may occur in the TRS frequency band near 

380MHz from various viewpoints and suggest ways to solve it. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A TRS (Trunked Radio System) called a frequency 

common communication system is a wireless mobile 

communication standard in which a plurality of users can 

jointly use an allocated frequency band [1]. Unlike a typical 

mobile communication system, it has a PTT (Push-to-Talk) 

function that enables direct communication between 

terminals like a walkie-talkie, as well as one-to-many 

command communication, group call, and quick call 

connection. Therefore, it is used for urgent business such as 

police station, fire station, and national disaster network [2]. 

TETRA (TErrestrial Trunked RAdio) is a standard of the 

digital TRS. The frequency of the TETRA is allocated to 

the frequency band near 380MHz in Korea and used for 

power IT industry. The occupied bandwidth is 25kHz and 

the uplink/downlink has a signal interval of 10MHz using 

FDD (Frequency Division Duplex) [3]. The frequency band 

around 380MHz for the TETRA is used jointly by various 

organizations, and therefore, various interference 

phenomena can occur. In this paper, we analyze various 

interference phenomena that occur in the vicinity of 

380MHz TRS frequency band and propose a solution plan. 

 

II. FREQUENCY FEATURE 
 

Superheterodyne receivers may have sensitivity to 

frequencies other than the receive frequency. This is called 

spurious reception. That is, the present invention refers to a 

phenomenon or a value at which the receiving apparatus 

obtains the receiving output by a frequency other than the 

receiving frequency [4]. 

The occurrence of spurious reception occurs when a 

signal whose frequency is converted by a spurious wave 

generated at the output of the local oscillator or the like 

matches the first intermediate frequency or the second 

frequency is demodulated. In particular, a frequency 

different from the desired frequency in the combination or 

difference between the first intermediate frequency and the 

first local oscillation frequency is referred to as an image 

frequency, and this spurious reception is often a problem. 

To reduce the spurious reception, the following method is 

used. 

1) A method to ensure that the image frequency is not in 

the system band where the selectivity of the high 

frequency end is sufficiently caught and the selection 

of the intermediate frequency end is appropriately 

performed. 

2) Reduce the number of multiplications of the local 

oscillator to suppress spurious occurrence. 

3) A method of increasing the out-of-range attenuation 

characteristic of a frequency conversion stage. 

The 380-400MHz band is used for digital TRS and public 

usage. 380-385MHz and 390-395MHz bands are located in 

the 380-400MHz band, including private taxi, new port, 

shipbuilding companies, heavy industry companies, steel 

company, energy companies, and a power company jointly. 

Since the TRS frequency band is used jointly by various 

organizations, various types of interference may occur and 

analysis is required. Therefore, the next section analyzes 

adjacent channel interference, other TRS frequency 

interference, and interference from broadcasting tower.  

Generally, the boundary point between the out-of-band 

radiation and the spurious domain is -60dBc. In order to 

avoid adjacent channel interference, the frequency of the 

adjacent channel should be set to be more than the spurious 

boundary (250% of the required bandwidth). Therefore, in 

the case of the TRS with an occupied bandwidth of 25kHz, 

the adjacent channel frequency satisfies the condition of 

non-interference if the frequency is separated by more than 

125kHz, which is double of 62.5 kHz, which is 250% of 

25kHz) or more. However, a frequency of more than 6 

channels (150 kHz) is selected. 
 

III. ANALYSIS AND SOLUTION OF 

INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 
 

A. Car Noise 
The types of noise generated in automobiles include 

spark discharge (ignition noise) generated between a spark 

plug of a high-voltage circuit used in an internal combustion 

engine and a distributor, noise from a generator, an electric 

motor, and flame noise due to positive charging of a wheel.  

This high-frequency energy is directly or indirectly 

guided to various portions of the vehicle body along various 

connection lines and then copied into the space. Among 

them, the frequency of the noise generated in the spark plug 

is distributed over a wide range. Especially, the VHF and 

UHF band are the main cause of the urban noise and they 

are a great obstacle to reception of the television 

broadcasting. 
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Fig. 1. When there is no car / motorcycle noise 

 

Fig. 2. When there is car / motorcycle noise 

 

B. Corona from Ultra High Voltage Transmission 

Line 
Corona is a phenomenon in which the air insulation 

around a transmission facility, such as a transmission line 

or an outdoor substation, is partially destroyed due to an 

increase in transmission voltage. When a corona occurs in 

wires, insulators, and fittings, pulsed traveling waves 

propagate to the lines on the left and right of the discharge 

point, generating an electromagnetic field in the 

surrounding space. This electromagnetic field contains 

numerous harmonics and appears as noise on the radio or 

TV. If such a corona occurs, power loss will occur, causing 

radio wave interference and induction damage to nearby 

radio equipment. 

Air is usually treated as insulation, but in practice there is 

a limit to its dielectric strength. That is, when the electric 

potential of about 21kV/cm, which is about 30kV/cm in 

direct current and 0.707 times in direct current in alternating 

current, is applied in the standard state of temperature and 

pressure (20°C, 760mmHg), insulation breaks down and is 

called extreme dislocation hardness. 

The occurrence of the corona discharge is related to 

various factors such as the state of the electric wire and the 

weather. The corona threshold voltage is lowered by the 

local protrusion of the wire surface, and it is easy to 

generate corona when it is wet weather, and the lower the 

atmospheric pressure and the higher the temperature, the 

lower the threshold voltage. 

In addition, if insulator breakdown and insulation failure, 

wire or insulator is damaged, and arrester operation failure, 

corona discharge may occur at a voltage lower than the 

standard corona threshold voltage because the dielectric 

strength is lowered. The occurrence of the corona discharge 

is related to various factors such as the state of the electric 

wire and the weather. The corona threshold voltage is 

lowered by the local protrusion of the wire surface, and it is 

easy to generate corona when it is wet weather, and the 

lower the atmospheric pressure and the higher the 

temperature, the lower the threshold voltage. 

In addition, if insulator breakdown and insulation failure, 

wire or insulator is damaged, and arrester operation failure, 

corona discharge may occur at a voltage lower than the 

standard corona threshold voltage because the dielectric 

strength is lowered. 

The noise caused by the corona discharge occurs 

intermittently for every half wave of the AC voltage and 

appears as a steep pulse waveform. Such transient corona 

pulses propagate along the line and interfere with the noise 

or interference of the receiving or carrier communication 

equipment of the radio and television near the transmission 

line. The noise level is usually constant up to tens of MHz, 

as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. 

 

Fig. 3.  Noise environment around high-voltage lines 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Noise around the substation noise environment 

 

C. Influence Analysis of Interference Signals near 

Broadcasting Tower 
A large output broadcast signal may be an external 

interference signal that affects the TRS base station by 

increasing the noise level for the base station around the 

broadcast tower. This can have a serious impact on the TRS 

uplink signal. Figure 5 shows the spectrum distribution of 
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the TRS band near the broadcasting tower 15m. As shown 

in fig. 5, it can be seen that the broadcast signal has a noise 

level of -81.91dBm over the entire TRS band, which is a 

serious catch signal. Figure 6 shows the spectrum 

distribution around 1km of the broadcasting tower. The 

figure shows that the noise level is -92.84dBm, giving 

broadcast signal noise to the LOS region. Figure 7 shows 

the spectrum distribution around 3km of the broadcasting 

tower when the noise level is -100.55dBm, giving broadcast 

signal noise to the NLOS region.  

To solve this problem, there is a method of establishing a 

base station of TRS or installing a sector antenna. The 

sector antenna installation has two effects of reducing 

interference of the interference signal by the broadcasting 

signal to the reception antenna of the TRS base station and 

amplifying the intensity of the reception signal from the 

terminal. As a result of analyzing base stations, the base 

stations requiring sector antenna installation are 46 stations, 

and the main target is base stations installed in the 

broadcasting tower where radio broadcasting signals are 

provided or adjacent base stations. In addition, the 

interference level can be lowered by avoiding the direct 

broadcast signal through the sector antenna. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

In order to optimize the TRS wireless network, onsite 

investigation, base station inspection, coverage simulation, 

radio environment measurement and quality measurement 

were carried out. Based on the analyzed results, operation 

status and propagation environment of each base station 

were identified. In order to optimize the TRS network, we 

adjusted the base station parameters for each business 

division, expanded and adjusted the distribution terminal, 

upgraded the base station, expanded the frequency, and 

carried out the reorganization.  
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Fig. 5. Spectrum distribution of TRS band near 

broadcasting tower 15m (LOS) 

 

 
Fig. 6. Spectrum distribution of TRS band near 

broadcasting tower 1km (LOS) 

 

 
Fig. 7. Spectrum distribution of TRS band near 

broadcasting tower 3km (NLOS) 


